Abstract. Due to the ill-conditioned inverse characteristics of uncorrelated multi-source random dynamic load identification problem, there are large condition number and large identification errors for classic least-squares of generalization method at inherent natural frequencies. In order to avoid its illness and singularity, this multiobjective optimization inverse problem is turned into single-objective optimization forward problem by criterion function of minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points, and we adopt genetic algorithm to search this optimal solution then. Results of uncorrelated multi-source vibration load identification on cylindrical shell CAE simulation data set show that this new method is much better in precision and is less sensitive for measurement noise than classic least-squares of generalization method.
Introduction
In engineering practice, since excitation position is usually unreachable, it is difficult to directly measure the external random dynamic loads on structure in some conditions, such as missile in flight, offshore platform and other large buildings affected by excitation circumstances. However, to determine the random dynamic load and scientifically formulate corresponding load spectrum accurately is an urgent problem in engineering designs.
Random ddynamic load identification technology is used to estimate the excitation by measuring dynamic response and system characteristics of structure. As the second inverse problem of dynamic mechanic, random dynamic load identification methods are mainly divided into frequency domain method and time domain method [1] . Frequency domain method was mainly realized with inverse operation of transfer function between excitation and response, which often meets ill-posed problem of coefficient matrix and singular value decomposition problem in application [2] .
In order to overcome the deficiency or pathological problems of frequency response function inverse near the natural frequency rank, Jiang et al. analyzed the well-posedness of the inverse problem, presented the reason for ill-pose problem, and utilized average weighted condition number to improve the identification accuracy to some degree [3] . Ojalvo and Zhang et al. adopted epsilon decomposition (ED) method [4] , and Zhang developed improved epsilon decomposition (IED) method [5] . And Li et al. further put forward the general small decomposition method [6] . Least square generalized inverse, which can reduce the morbidity and improve the identification accuracy to a certain extent, can only ease rather than eliminate matrix inversion and still face ill-posed problems.
Zhang et al. applied neural network to frequency domain load identification [7] . Dike Hu and Wentao Mao used support vector machine (SVM) [8] [9] in frequency domain load identification, while Gang Yan [10] [11] [12] et al. changed the inverse problem of load identification into forward problem with optimization techniques and genetic algorithm. Wang et al. [13] solved engineering problems of dynamic load identification with regularization method.
Optimal criterion function is the key of these methods, while physical meanings of most methods are not very clear. With more parameters in these parameter identification methods, such as neural network, SVM, optimization technology and regularization, application steps are more complex, leading to low efficiency, over fitting and over learning, as well as low prediction extension and precision. And most of these studies focused on single load source identification, which could not be used for multi-source load identification.
Adopting criterion function of minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points, this paper turns multi-objective optimization inverse problem into single-objective optimization forward problem. And genetic algorithm is used to search this optimal solution then. Uncorrelated multi-source random dynamic load identification in frequency domain is a multiobjective optimization then. However, we will obtain a set of non-inferior solution rather than a unique identification result of the load if multi-objective optimization method is adopted to solve this problem then. In engineering practice, the multi-objective optimization problem needs to be converted to a single objective optimization problem for calculating and getting unique identification load result.
Uncorrelated multi-source
Classic matrix least-square inverse method is the analytical solution by single objective optimization criteria of minimization square error sum of response points then [12] . However, there is large condition number and large identification errors for least-squares of generalization method at inherent natural frequencies.
Criterion function of minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points
Because levels of response measuring points are different from one to the other, it is much more suitable if use relative error to replace absolute error or square error of response points in engineering practice then. At frequency of  , to follow the criterion function of minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points is to find a feasible load solution 
Based on criterion function of (3), the multi-objective optimization inverse problem of uncorrelated multi-source random dynamic load identification in frequency domain is turned into single-objective optimization forward problem then and inverse of the matrix is avoid.
Use genetic algorithm to search the optimal solution
There is no analytical solution for single objective optimization criteria of expression (3) . And genetic algorithm is used to search the optimal solution then. Expression (3) was taken as fitness function, the elite reserved strategy and d'Hondt method were adopted to carry out fitness selection operation [16] , shown in figure 1 .
Genetic algorithm is prone to premature phenomenon, namely the local optima. In process of application of genetic algorithm, solution of classic matrix least-square inverse is taken as initial value to improve the precocious phenomenon. With the independence of the response spectrum calculation in each frequency, we use parallel genetic optimization calculation of the frequency resolution ratio of the response spectrum in all frequency data points many times simultaneously to reduce the length of chromosome coding and to improve computational efficiency. 
Load Identification Results on CAE Simulation Data Set of Cylindrical Shell

Establishment of simulation model and data organization
We set parameters of the cylindrical shell with fixed ammonia at one end as that: thickness is 0.005m, length is 0.37m, radius is 0.1825m, elasticity modulus is 205Gpa, poisson's ratio of material is 0.3, density of material is 7850 3 / kg m , and modal damping ratio  =0.03. Hypermesh was used to model, to mesh and to set materials for the cylindrical shell. Two uncorrelated stationary random concentration force loads in frequency domain were applied, and six acceleration output sensors for key examination responded points were added by VAONE, as shown in Fig.2 . Considering model unit is small, the frequency of excitation and the calculated frequency of measuring points are all in the range of 10Hz to 500 Hz. Transfer functions from load 1 and load 2 to six response points are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. Six original response signals are calculated by finite element analysis (FEA), as shown in Fig.5 . In formula (4), e is a normal random vector, whose mean value is zero and standard deviation is one.
r is the noise level. There are three measurement noise levels: 1.0%, 2.0%and 5.0%.
In the experiments, the optimization objective function presented as expression (3) is taken as a fitness function with binary encoding. The number of initial population is 100 and the crossover probability is 0.6 with single point crossover operation. And with binary mutation operation, mutation probability is 0.01and number of iterations is 500 times. Ratio customary law [14] is chosen for the genetic selection operation to keep the current optimal value after selection, crossover and mutation of each generation and a new generation of population comes about then. The compiling process is successful with C++ code in the environment of VC 6.0.
Results of uncorrelated multi-source load identification in frequency domain
Condition numbers at natural frequencies are shown in Table 1 . Identification results of random dynamic load by least-squares of generalized matrix inverse method are shown in Fig.6 when 5.0% noise exists. Identification results of random dynamic load by minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points and genetic algorithm are shown in Fig.7 when 5 .0% noise exists. The percentage of frequencies over 3dB relative error for least-squares of generalized matrix inverse method, while the minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points and genetic algorithm are shown in Table 2 . Figure 6 and Table 2 , it does have large condition number and identification errors under strong measurement noise level for classic least-squares of generalization method at inherent natural frequencies.
2) According to Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Table 2 , the precision of minimization maximum relative errors and genetic algorithm are better than least square generalized inverse. And it can basically meet the dynamic random load precision requirement of  3dB under strong measurement noise level.
Conclusion
This paper put forward a new uncorrelated multi-source random dynamic load identification algorithm based on criterion function of minimization maximum relative errors of all response measuring points and genetic algorithm. Its physical concept and theory are much more rigor, while its process is simple and application range is wide. Load identification results on CAE simulation data set of cylindrical shell show that this new method is much better in precision and is less sensitive to measurement noise than matrix leastsquares inverse method. And this method can basically satisfy the engineering precision requirement of  3 dB on strong measurement noise level, which proves its practicability.
In addition, load identification under the conditions such as related of multiple load sources, unknown load points, unknown transfer functions, distributed or non-stationary load sources and nonlinear or timevarying system, are still need to be studied further.
